The History of Buck Shot
One Friday night in 1950 when I was 5 years old I was awakened from sleep by my parents, dressed in my
“Billy the Kid “cowboy suit, and taken to see Dude Martin and his Roundup Gang including singer Sue
Thompson, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sue_Thompson, who went on to record early 60’s hits “Norman”
& “Sad Movies” and her biggest hit” Paper Tiger”, who were playing at a local Oakland, CA night club
possibly Vernetti’s Townhouse in Emeryville. My mom took me with her during the band’s break and
asked Sue Thompson if I could sing Tennessee Waltz, a Patti Page song I had recently memorized from
listening to the radio. Sue asked Dude Martin and he said “OK” and I sang the song with the microphone
lowered and Sue bending over and singing with me. Even at the young age of 5 years old, I knew I wanted
to do this again and again. The crowd appeared to love it and I was given Roy Rogers to drink the rest of
the night from people who liked the performance.

All through my childhood I continued to sing in school recitals and for my family events. In 1956 while
watching Elvis Presley on the Ed Sullivan Show and the reactions he received from the women; I asked my
mom if I could take guitar lessons. Two weeks later I came home from school and my mom announced
“There’s a guitar in the hallway and your lessons start Thursday.” The guitar was an acoustic Kalamazoo
Steel Hawaiian Model. I learned to play it and then bought an electric slide guitar with money I earned
from my paper route. After learning to play the classic song” Steel Guitar Rag”. I traded the steel slide for a
National electric 6 string and starting taking new lessons. I wanted to be like Elvis.
One of my childhood friends, Bob Turner, played tenor Ukulele and could sing like Johnny Mathis. Bob
and I started singing together and harmonizing The Everly Brothers songs for grammar school shows. In
the eighth grade I joined my first band. It was a combo of 4 guys that included a drummer, alto saxophone
player, piano player and me. It was a learning experience that would never leave my memory.
When I entered high school one of my classmates my freshman year was a local guitar player and band
leader named John Fogarty, who went on to form the band Credence Clearwater Revival. Along with John
and three other guys we formed a band The Centennials named because our class would be the 100th
class to graduate from our high school. John taught the band some songs and me how to play basic
rhythm guitar licks most of which I still utilize today. Our freshman year we played at a few assemblies and
one dance. John left St. Mary’s High School during his freshman year and attended El Cerrito High School
from where he graduated. While there he led a band called the Blue Velvets and later the Golliwogs,
before forming CCR and making the smash hit “Suzy Q” for Fantasy records.
I continued to practice the riffs that John taught me, but my musical interest was changing from Rock N’
Roll to the up and coming folk music and later folk rock. Two men who were a year ahead of me at St.
Mary’s were Butch Waller and Herb Pedersen they gave me and fellow student Craig Deforce some
rudimentary guitar instruction on folk music and some advice on how to play it. They went on to be
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prominent performers of Folk, Blue Grass, and Country music. http://highcountrybluegrass.com/ and
http://www.herbpedersen.com/home.html .
I formed a duet with Craig DeForce and we called ourselves the Gruesome Twosome. We’d play anywhere
people would listen. Mostly teen club shows and parties.

Our idols were the Kingston Trio http://www.kingstontrio.com/ and we learned most of their songs along
with some popular folk and country songs. After about a year of playing we thought we needed to expand
the duet to a trio. And high school friend Ricky Sunseri was asked to join the group. Around the same time
that Ricky joined the group we met a young woman by the name of Pan Nehls that could sing like a bird.
Her parents were very supportive and her father became our manager and our friend Tom March our
Sound man.
The group was called the Country Club Singers. We started to emulate the Australian Group the Seekers
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Seekers and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jVKyJL1bWO8.
The Country Club Singers appeared at all types of venues, anywhere they would have us, from the famous
Hungry I in San Francisco a brief “one nighter”, The San Francisco Hilton, the annual Calaveras Jumping
Frog Contest that included a Hootenanny competition, which we won and had a chance to sing one song
in front of an amphitheater filled with several thousands of people, when you’re 16 -17 years old that’s
quite an experience.
The same year we played Colusa County Fair’ where we shared the stage with famous Country Artists
Freddy Hart who sang the hit “Easy Lovin’” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freddie_Hart_%28musician%29
and http://tasteofcountry.com/freddie-hart-easy-loving-top-100-country-songs/ and Johnny Bond who
sang the original version of “Hot Rod Lincoln” which was covered in 1972 by Commander Cody and the
Lost Planet Airmen http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Johnny_Bond.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZu5TwRbYiA&list=AL94UKMTqg-9DiclYED-rLhs3HdHLMFZ8c.
However, mostly we played country clubs, U.S. Army Enlisted and NCO clubs, and the occasional coffee
house in Berkeley or a college venue. By the way, the name came from drinking Country Club Stout Malt
Liquor not from playing country clubs. Yes, we were teenage drinkers.
After a year Ricky left the group and was replaced by my grammar school singing buddy Bob Turner. Soon
after Ricky left, Craig left to pursue other interests, mostly girls and surfing. Craig was replaced by Dave
Johns who was a fabulous guitar player and singer. The group changed dramatically and was no longer just
a young wannabe singing group but actually displayed some musical talent. We were given an audition at
Fantasy Records which was then located in San Francisco and had one head liner star, the great pianist
Vince Guaraldi http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vince_Guaraldi Vince is probably most remembered for the
musical tracks of the Peanuts cartoons.
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In those days no record company wanted to pay royalties so you had to perform either your songs or
public domain songs if you wanted to be recorded. We had neither. However, Saul Zaentz saw something
he liked in us and introduced us to a singer/song writer named Sam Stroud who Fantasy Records thought
was too old to perform in the young folk market and forthcoming British invasion of singers. He taught us
(5) of his songs which we later recorded on an acetate. One of the songs “I love You in Many Ways” was
going to be released as a single after violin tracks had been added and an East Coast tour to release the
song was being considered, which had it occurred would have been interesting since we were all in school
and it was the middle of the Draft for Vietnam. Well we never did anything; because I dropped a course I
was failing from a 15 unit schedule and was immediately drafted. The group broke up and I went off to the
U.S. Army for three years. Somewhere there is a cassette of the (5) songs we recorded.
The last version of the Country Club Singers
(Left to Right: Dave Johns, Pan Nehls, Bob Turner, Bain Cheshire)

(Below, Left to Right: Mike Sanders, Dave Johns, Bob Turner, Pan Nehls, Bain Cheshire)
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***
When I returned from the military I tried to reunite with Pan Nehls as a duet but the music had changed
she was in college and everyone’s priority was staying in school, not getting drafted, or looking for a job,
moving out of their parents’ house, and finding a place of their own to live. I continued to play the guitar. I
had a Martin Mahogany 015 which I dropped one night and cracked the back of it while under the
influence of booze and drugs. The guitar still played and could have been repaired but instead I traded it
for a Franciscan 12 string valued at $125. I had to borrow $5 from a girl friend to pay the sales tax. When I
took the guitar to another guitar shop for their appraisal and told them what I traded; they advised me to
see if I could get the guitar back because it was worth at least $300. However, the guy who sold me the12
string told me there was no getting the Martin back and that a deal was a deal. It was a lesson well
learned.
A few years later I married Margot (Maggie May) George who for my 30th birthday gave me a brand new
1968 Martin D-28 12 String Guitar. Margot and I were married for 8 years.

Margot (Maggie May) George
My life was changed. I became obsessed with learning songs; Mostly old and then current country and
Southern rock songs by e.g. Charlie Daniels, Marshall Tucker, Waylon Jennings, Willie Nelson, George
Jones and Kenny Rogers. I would take the guitar with me everywhere I travelled and would play it and sing
at any opportunity, usually fuelled by whiskey and Peruvian Marching powder.
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Then I met my current wife Donna Rae Schwan.
1983 Trinity Porch Photo

1989 Mount Lofty, South Australia, ”Who Loves Ya’ Baby?”

I currently own 10 guitars. I gifted a Memphis Fender knock off to my nephew and my old Franciscan 12
string was converted to a six string and sits in my friend’ Harry Reiners’ garage. I gifted his son Brandon
“Bubba” Reiners with another guitar, however, I don’t remember doing it but I’m glad he has it.
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Donna has gifted me with most of my guitars and has been my biggest fan since 1989. All of the following
guitars were gifts from Donna:

The two guitars below were gifted to me by my good friend and fellow guitar player Glenn Webb. Not
pictured is a Fullerton (Chinese made) guitar which is a Dread Naught that is the loudest acoustic guitar I
have ever played. I keep it at Glenn & Lyn Webb’s house in the LA area. Glenn & son David and our good
friend Gary “Gig” Cowles and I play a lot of music together when I visit Glendale and Pasadena.

Circa 1993
American Fender Stratocaster; Electric Martin backpacker converted to a lap slide guitar
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Gig Cowles & Glenn Webb

David Webb

I wish I could say that I’m a great guitar player, but at best, I’m mediocre. As a singer I’m slightly below
mediocre. However, neither condition keeps me from playing. What I have been able to do is surround
myself with very competent musician/singers and together we put forth a credible sound and a good
show.

Recording Ready Mix Studio
North Hollywood, CA 2007

Greg, Dan Schwan, Buck Santa Rosa 1993

In 1972, I met and befriended Joe-Joe Foot who is a very good drummer. Together we started playing
music at various parties for our friends sometimes we could find a harmonica player or bass player to join
us. We started calling ourselves the Buck Shot and O3zone Ranger Band. When our friend Jean Martin
gave us some Tee-shirts, with the name on it, the name stuck.

Joe Joe Foot 2005

Jean Martin
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From left to right: Brent Theory, Bernie Finch, Bridget March, Donna Schwan, Buck, Allison Theory, Joe-Joe Foot & Margot Santola

Circa 1986 I was introduced by his cousin Bill Lofgren to Greg Johnston another guitar player/singer. Greg
and I hit it off immediately. Greg became the feature player of the Buck Shot and the O3zone Ranger Band
and we have been playing together ever since.

Young Greg & Bill Lofgren

Greg and I have played music at parties, camp outs, bars, golf tournaments, and cruises all over the
western U.S. and Canada.
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We’re an unlikely duo. Greg is a very successful man steeped in the Construction Business who doesn’t
mind getting his hands dirty; whereas, my proclivities are more towards the more mundane pursuits of
golf, theatre, art, and music. You could call Greg & me a “Felix & Oscar” pair. Along with Greg comes his
lovely wife Deanna “The Beav” Trappen Johnston, son Richard an aspiring bass player, and his youngest
son Eric “Silky” Johnston former bassist and keyboard player with the band “Battle Me”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battleme

Eric "Silky” Johnston

The Johnston Family
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The Johnston Men Green Pointe
Canada 2010

“The Beave” 2011
Kanapaki Beach Kauai

Greg is a hockey fanatic. He played junior high, high school, and college ice hockey from 1962 until
graduating from St. Scholastica College after winning the 1974-75 National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) championship with an outstanding winning record of 23 - 5 . Greg along with his
teammates was honored in 2011 by being inducted into the St. Scholastica College Athletics Hall of Fame.

Mike Dalton (Current President CEO Maui Jim’s Sun Glasses) & Greg Johnson Circa 1974

Rich Johnston & Greg Drinking
Greg Chillin’ with the 2011 Stanley Cup
PBR from the Stanley Cup 2011
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Besides being a hockey enthusiast, Greg is also an avid outdoorsman, hunter, fisherman golfer and
motorcyclist.

Hunter

Executive

Fisherman

Golfer

Inspecting On the Job Site

Road King Harley Rider

Entertainer

One of Greg’s other toys - 67’ Camaro
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Greg’s new 22’ North River Sea Hawk with Yamaha 200 HP motor
Greg & I get together as often as we can to play some music, sing a few songs, and socialize. Our visits usually
include a lot of golf, fishing, or watching hockey and imbibing a few adult beverages. Our music is influenced by
Greg’s love of Jerry Jeff Walker and is loud sometimes slightly out of tune and the songs are sometimes
raunchy. Regardless, people always seem to like our shows, because our music comes from our hearts and is
even better when son Silky is accompanying us. Not pictured are Greg & Beav’s good friends from Greg’s high
school days Vittie & Lucy Vitale, when they visit the quality and the songs are greatly enhanced. Both are very
good guitar players and singers not to mention they’re a very handsome couple. Another big influence on
Greg’s music is his friend and mentor Pat “Cocktail”Liley, who is the quintessential rambling roustabout guitar
playing singer.
In 2006 Joe-Joe Foot was playing music with a band which broke up and he asked me if I wanted to work with
him putting another band back together. At the time I had met a lead guitar player named Mark Volgamore
who said that he was interested and then we found a bass player named Roy Field. Joe-Joe had a rented
practice room. We learned some tunes and sang some songs and we did a gig for Joe-Joe’s daughter’s high
school graduation party. We all got along fairly well. One day while at my Chiropractor’s office receiving a
massage before my treatment, the masseuse, lovely Dawn Lundberg, asked me what kind of music we
performed. When I told her Johnny Cash and old rock N ’roll she asked if she could sit in on one of our practice
sessions. She had played and sang with several bands. After a couple of songs it was apparent that we needed
her for the band. And she agreed to play with us. She also started seeing Joe-Joe and within a few weeks they
were an item and dating exclusively. We played some more gigs and recorded a CD for Dawn. However, the
direction of the band was in trouble. I wanted to sing old songs and I think the band wanted to play newer and
less “Old People “stuff. Given that I am 10 years older than Joe-Joe & Roy, and almost twenty years older than
Mark and almost the same age as Dawn‘s late father. I understood their position and the band split up with
Joe-Joe & Dawn seeking a new musical path.
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The First FULL SIZE O3zone Rangers Band
After, the first full size O3zone Rangers Band split up along with Mark Volgamore I started another O3zone
Rangers Band. This one included Roy Fields on Bass, Mark Irwin on Harmonica, Nate Bangs on Drums;
Regina Slay Bronson featured vocalist and Bridget Whalen March as Backup singer.

The next FULL SIZE O3zone Rangers Band
L to R: Mark Volgamore - Bridget March - Mark Irwin - Regina Slay Bronson- Nate Bangs - Buck - Roy Fields
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For a short period of time Mark Volgamore left the group to spend more time with his wife and family and
pursue job opportunities. During this brief time we had a guitar player that Roy Fields had found by the
name of Nikolas Nordstrom. Nikolas was from Sweden. He played credible blues and lead and had a good
singing voice. While he played with the band his day time job was working as a barista at Star Bucks. When
he heard me discussing that I had contacts with a Consulting Agent he asked if I might give them his
resume. I said I’d be happy to do it. At the next practice he brought me his resume when I perused it I
noted that he had a Doctorate in Computer Science from the University of California Berkeley (UCB), a
masters from UCB and a BS from the University of Sweden. To put it mildly the man was a computer
genius. I asked why was he working at Star Bucks and playing “pass the hat” gigs. And he replied that he
“wanted to try to be a working musician.” After he left the band I contacted him and he advised that he
had found a job with a startup computer company that was paying him very well but not leaving him much
time to play music. I wished him luck.

Left to Right. Back Row: Nate, Mark, Roy. Front Row: Nikolas, Bridget, Gina, Buck

Mark “Bogomoe “Volgamore

Mark is an accomplished guitar player who can play all the Rock, Rock N’ Roll, Country and Blues licks. He
is a very serious musician and besides his guitar playing is capable but very hesitant to perform as a singer.
Mark played in the band and performed several gigs with just me and Regina.
Mark is also devoted to his wife and family and the teachings of Jesus Christ and is an upstanding member
of his church and plays in the church service band.
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Mark and I hit the proverbial fork in the road after an argument that was preceded by a few cocktails and
Vicodins. We parted ways in June of 2012. I believe Mark was tired of playing the type of music I wanted
to play; and wanted to find a better job, be closer to his wife, and church, and far away from my retired
life style. Although our split was not the most amicable, I wish Mark all of the best and enjoyed the gigs we
played together.

Regina Slay Bronson

Regina” Gina” is a singer/songwriter with a beautiful melodic voice. She can also be a power blaster
vocalist of up tempo vocals with a stage presence that makes you want to listen. Gina has played with
several bands and performs solo when she has the time. Gina spends a great deal of her time travelling
and visiting family and friends around the country with her husband Ken. Gina always strives for
perfection and gives her all in her performances.
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Mark Irwin

Mark is a very accomplished Harmonica/Harp player and singer. His driving blues harp solos and vocals were a
huge part of the second O3Zone Ranger Band. Mark’s contributions were very important to the performances
and music selections of the band. He constantly strove for perfect timing and pitch of the performances. Mark
is also a Mechanical Engineer and being precise goes with the M.E. degree. Mark wasn’t very pleased with my
song selections and arrangements and left the O3Zone Ranger Band and joined the Cider House Blues Band that
plays in various Bay Area venues. Mark also has a beautiful wife and two beautiful children and a successful
career with a prominent large construction company in the bay area.

Nathaniel “Nate” Bangs

Nate Bangs has a music degree from Sonoma State and is quite a good drummer. He played with the band for a
few gigs but it was apparent that he was too well educated in the refinement and precision of music to last with
the O3 Zone Ranger Band. Most of the songs we were playing were older than he was and the members of the
band were older than his parents. The band’s loose timing and improvisation wasn’t a good match for Nate. Plus
Nate was used to being paid and most of the Band gigs were gratis.
The next iteration of the band included some local very talented musicians I met through my barber at the time
Mark “The Hawk” Carabello. We formed another FULL SIZE O3zone Rangers:
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Mark “The Hawk” Carabello

Dan “Jackson” Stanton

Tim “Stone Ground” Barnes
Mark Carabello

Mark Carabello is a great drummer and has played with several bands and made several recordings and CDs. A
couple of the bands Mark is currently playing with are the Shark Alley Hobos and the Cadaver Dogs. He is also
the owner of the Golden Gate Haircut Company, Lafayette, CA.
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Dan “Jackson” Stanton

Dan “Jackson” Stanton is a very multi-talented Bass & Guitar player Singer/Song Writer/Arranger Sound
engineer and recording artist. He is also a graduate from the University of California at Berkeley with a degree
in Environmental Science. He is a devoted husband and father and teacher of academics and music. Dan has
been a great mentor and friend to me and I enjoy being able to play duet shows with him as Buckshot &
Jackson. Dan was also instrumental in getting my Morning After CD completed. Dan is a member of several
bands and plays venues throughout the San Francisco Bay Area.
Tim Barnes

Tim Barnes is the founding member of Stoneground a rock band formed in 1970 in Concord, California.
Originally a trio, Stoneground expanded to a 10-piece band by the time of their eponymous 1971 debut
album. The group appeared in two films, Medicine Ball Caravan (1971) and Dracula A.D. 1972 (1972),
and released three albums before singer Sal Valentino quit in 1973. Three other band members—
Cory Lerios, Steve Price and David Jenkins—left to form pop group Pablo Cruise.
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Stoneground continued as an act through 1982, with only Tim Barnes and Annie Sampson remaining
from the early incarnation of the band. Barnes and Price led a reformed Stoneground in 2003 and
released a studio album the following year.
Tim is a prolific musician who can play rock n’roll, blues, funk, and many other genres of music. He has
played all over the U.S. and Europe with a number of prominent Rock Groups such as the Moody Blues.
His music is a reflection of his life time devotion to performing the kind of music that make people want
to hear, feel and dance.

Left to Right: Buck, Gina, Mark Irwin, Mark ”Hawk”, Dan “Jackson”, Bogomoe, Bridget, Tim Barnes

Initially Mark Irwin played with the band but left to form his own band the Cider House Blues Band. The new
band played a few parties and a couple of hall shows. However, most of the members had other musical and
family obligations and the band as shown above stopped playing together. There were a few partial member
gigs. Dan, Tim, & Buck played a couple of gigs with casual bass players or drummers.

Left to Right: Bridget, Mark, Gina, Mark C., Buck, Dan, Tim
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Left to Right: Gina, Mark Volgamore, Buck, Mark “The Hawk” Carabello, Dan “Jackson” Stanton, Tim Barnes

The last big band gig I had was playing with Dan “Jackson “Stanton, who introduced me to and had them join us.
Messrs. Mike Prasad, and Mike Perez with Kerry Greene sitting in on Key Boards and Mary Sands performing a
couple of vocals.
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Mike Perez
Most of Mike Perez’s professional playing career was the drummer for a Motown/R&B group called the Violet
Fox band in the 80's and 90's. Mike currently plays with several bands in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Mike Prasad
Mike is an accomplished guitarist, singer, songwriter who has played with many bay are bands and is a member
of the Maria Muldar back up traveling band.
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Mary Sand & Kerry Greene

Mary Sand is an aspiring singer with a very good range and delivery, Kerry Greene has been playing key boards
and guitar and singing for many years and recently has been the featured player at several wineries in the Napa,
Sonoma, and Sierra foothills.
For the past year I have been performing with Any Reason a singing duo comprised of Cote & Cookie Reese.
They chose their name for not needing any reason to play their music. They are both very talented, congenial,
generous, and patient musicians, and it is an extreme pleasure for me to be playing music with them.

Cote is a piano player, composer, and song writer from Texas where he played hard rocking Texas blues and has
shared the stage with many experience professionals such as Delbert McClinton, and Doug Sahm of the famous
Sir Douglas Quintet. Early in his life he lived in Hawaii when his father was stationed there with the U.S. Air
Force. It is where he learned Hawaiian songs and the Tenor Ukulele along with having an active surfing and
beach life. Cote has played venues such as Slims in San Francisco JJ’s Blues Club, music festivals, private and
public charity gigs all over the San Francisco Bay Area. Cote along with Cookie are members of the East Bay
Mudd Band: http://eastbaymudd.net/Home.html\
Cote is the arranger and music director of Buck Shot & Any Reason. Oh by the way on top of his musical talent
he has been a practicing dentist for the past 30 plus years with an established practice in a historical Oakland, CA
building.
Cookie is a “Journey Woman” musician and vocalist that plays in several Bay Area bands. She plays baritone sax,
alto sax, flute, accordion and percussion in bands that run the gamut in musical genres from rock, blues, jazz, to
New Orleans Cajun. Cookie is a consummate performer with a mellow glowing singing voice that is a pleasure to
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hear. The mellifluous harmonies that Cote & Cookie sing are a result of talent, constant practice, and continuous
improvement of their musical technique.

Well there you have it 1955 to 2014 the musical journey of Buck Shot. I will end this with a poem by
Robert H. Smith and appropriate song by Bread:
The clock of life is wound but once,
And no man has the power
To tell just when the hands will stop
At late or early hour.
To lose one's wealth is sad indeed,
To lose one's health is more,
To lose one's soul is such a loss
That no man can restore.
The present only is our own,
So live, love, toil with a will,
Place no faith in "Tomorrow,"
For the Clock may then be still.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpOjQvADLG4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-Y7D_8E9uI
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